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• Completely portable version, with no installation required. • Network scanner compatible with many Windows versions, such as Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10. • Windows IP address, NetBIOS name, MAC address, user account, computer name, operating system, processor, description, date/time, version information, FTP and HTTP server, Telnet server, port
status, shared folders, free space, available space, free hard disk space and used hard disk space, free space on partitions, type of disk, path to open files, default browser, and others. • Comprehensive platform and network analyzer to perform the following functions: • IP address, NetBIOS name, MAC address, user account, computer name, operating system,

processor, description, date/time, version information, FTP and HTTP server, Telnet server, port status, shared folders, free space, available space, free hard disk space and used hard disk space, free space on partitions, type of disk, path to open files, default browser, and others. • General system and network scanner capable of detecting and detecting computers
running on Windows and Unix platforms, or detecting and detecting computers using Linux, FreeBSD, Mac OS, Solaris, AIX and other UNIX. • Probes and maintains a database of IP addresses, host names, NetBIOS names, account names, shares, services and processes that you can search and quickly and easily scan. • Automatically scans an IP range with no input

from the user, such as hosts, subnets, or routers. • Automatically scans an Active Directory with no input from the user. • Automatically scans an IP range defined by the user. • Provides advanced functions for Windows and SNMP detection and interrogation. • Runs on all Windows versions out there, with no installation required. • Supports Unix, Linux, AIX,
Solaris, Mac OS, and FreeBSD platforms. • Shows you the detected hosts, mapped drives, shares, printers, host files, open files, open sessions, services, processes, browser, CPU and database sizes. • Provides a detailed graphical interface that enables you to easily and quickly perform a host scan, IP scan, NetBIOS name scan, DNS scan and SNMP scan. • Provides

detailed information about the found hosts, such as host type, IP address, NetBIOS name, account, computer name, operating system, version, SNMP version, IP address,
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The KEYMACRO Key Shortcut Macro is an advanced utility that lets you create and deploy custom keyboard shortcuts by using the keyboard button, meaning that the primary keys are assigned a function that enables you to make all kind of text actions without even touching the mouse. KEYMACRO provides a wide collection of pre-defined macros and you can
even create your own with any existing function of the operating system, which doesn’t have to be connected to a keyboard either. To use the tool, you simply need to enable the feature from the main configuration window, then you choose a shortcut macro name and set the macro itself, just like any other macro. A pop-up window displays all the existing keyboard

shortcuts that can be assigned to the macro, after you assign one. So, you can create a macro for opening the web browser by pressing Shift+Q, for copying text by pressing Shift+F10, or even launch a specific application by pressing ALT+M. KEYMACRO is a very powerful tool that works flawlessly on all Windows editions, without even asking for the
administrator account, but also includes some basic preferences and the ability to restore your previous macros. KEYMACRO is an easy to use tool aimed at system administrators, providing an extremely effective and efficient solution to perform many text actions without having to touch the mouse or even the keyboard. Key Code Macro: The Key Code Macro is a
simple yet very effective tool aimed at keyboard programmers and network administrators that lets you assign a specific key combination to a macro, but even more interesting, it enables you to assign the same key combination to a host of applications, without having to customize all of them. Once you choose the macro that you want to use, just press the assigned

key and you’ll be redirected to the application that has been assigned that key combination, without having to write down the corresponding shortcut. You can even choose to assign the same key combination to multiple macros, which is what we call a Key Code Macro Chain. Key Code Macro supports a wide selection of operating systems, including Windows,
Linux, BSD, Solaris, OS/2 and more, without asking for the administrator password and works on all Windows editions. If you’re not sure whether you need to assign a key combination to a macro, or even to a host of applications, Key Code Macro is certainly an interesting tool aimed at system administrators, programmers and anyone else that has to remember many

shortcuts. Banshee Description 77a5ca646e
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MiTeC Network Scanner is an advanced Windows multi-threaded IP, NetBIOS and SNMP scanner that comprises a well-organized interface and powerful tools aimed at network administrators. Scanning an IP range is as easy as pie because you only need to input the starting and the ending addresses, but MiTeC Network Scanner also provides three different
options: you can automatically scan the network, the Active Directory or use a detected range according to a user-defined adapter. The scanning process per se doesn’t take much time, with the app showing each IP address alongside other useful details such as MAC address, name, domain and user, operating system, CPU and description. The main window of the app
comprises a tabbed panel that lets you see the available shares and open files, sessions, services, processes and software for each found computer. You can quickly ping an IP and see the remote date and time, but also detect an IP from host name or perform a whois. MiTeC Network Scanner is generally a resource-friendly software solution that works flawlessly on
all Windows versions out there, without even asking for administrator privileges on Windows 7 machines. All things considered, MiTeC Network Scanner is an excellent piece of software aimed at system administrators, providing not only very effective tools, but also a well thought out interface to interact with all users. There’s no help manual included in the app,
which is the most important drawback since users, be they complete rookies or more experienced, always need more documentation on the available features. App lock: MiTeC Network Scanner is able to generate anti-theft codes and send them via SMS. Anti-theft codes can be set up in the MiTeC Network Scanner settings. The Anti-Theft program is available for
all MiTeC Network Scanner users SMB mapping tool: You can easily map SMB drives, share printers, and network resources by using the SMB mapping tool. With MiTeC Network Scanner, you are able to map the shared folders on the remote computer to your local PC. Administration: MiTeC Network Scanner is equipped with advanced administration tools for
those who work with computers such as setting the search domain and force restarting computers, while System information, Details and Information for every discovered computer or shared folders are also available. MiTeC Network Scanner has always been an excellent solution and it stays that way with this

What's New in the?

MiTeC Network Scanner is an advanced Windows multi-threaded IP, NetBIOS and SNMP scanner that comprises a well-organized interface and powerful tools aimed at network administrators. Scanning an IP range is as easy as pie because you only need to input the starting and the ending addresses, but MiTeC Network Scanner also provides three different
options: you can automatically scan the network, the Active Directory or use a detected range according to a user-defined adapter. The scanning process per se doesn’t take much time, with the app showing each IP address alongside other useful details such as MAC address, name, domain and user, operating system, CPU and description. The main window of the app
comprises a tabbed panel that lets you see the available shares and open files, sessions, services, processes and software for each found computer. You can quickly ping an IP and see the remote date and time, but also detect an IP from host name or perform a whois. MiTeC Network Scanner is generally a resource-friendly software solution that works flawlessly on
all Windows versions out there, without even asking for administrator privileges on Windows 7 machines. All things considered, MiTeC Network Scanner is an excellent piece of software aimed at system administrators, providing not only very effective tools, but also a well thought out interface to interact with all users. There’s no help manual included in the app,
which is the most important drawback since users, be they complete rookies or more experienced, always need more documentation on the available features. Network Scanner Network Scanner is an advanced Windows multi-threaded IP, NetBIOS and SNMP scanner that comprises a well-organized interface and powerful tools aimed at network administrators.
Scanning an IP range is as easy as pie because you only need to input the starting and the ending addresses, but Network Scanner also provides three different options: you can automatically scan the network, the Active Directory or use a detected range according to a user-defined adapter. The scanning process per se doesn’t take much time, with the app showing
each IP address alongside other useful details such as MAC address, name, domain and user, operating system, CPU and description. The main window of the app comprises a tabbed panel that lets you see the available shares and open files, sessions, services, processes and software for each found computer. You can quickly ping an IP and see the remote date and
time, but also detect an IP from host name or perform a whois. Network Scanner is generally a resource-friendly software solution that works flawlessly on all Windows versions out there, without even asking for administrator privileges on Windows 7 machines. All things considered, Network Scanner is an excellent piece of software aimed at system administrators,
providing not only very effective tools, but also a well
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System Requirements:

Supported Hardware: Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8 64-bit processor 2.8 GHz or higher 4 GB RAM 20 GB available disk space Recommended: Windows 7/8/10 Mozilla Firefox 8
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